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The unique sounds of UK rap artist Stock are making the UK buzz. This underground
independent artist is about to release a limited edition run CD that will surely leave it’s mark on
the UK hip-hop and rap scene.

  

Stock was born in Pontiac, MI, He has always been involved in music from a young age. Stock
has lived in many places such as Denver, Co, Los Angeles, CA, St. Louis, MO, Preston, and
London, England to name a few. Stocks music is influenced by such great hip-hop and rap artist
like rap icons Tupac and Biggie, along with the Fat Boys, Dr. Dre, Foxy Brown, etc.

  

Stock has a style that is unique in vocal tone, lyrics, and rap flow. With his anthem hooks and
life lyrics. There are too many rappers who wanna be gangsta. Stock identifies with the people
who have never been a gangsta and that deal with other life situations.

  

Stock has had his song ‘Bounce’ in the 2004 film  "White Chicks" starring Wayans Brothers, has
performed in front of 30,000 people, and has had radio play to over 5 million listeners on BBC
Radio 1 in the UK.

  

His new album “StockMashin” is to be released June 1st. Only 5000 copies of this new album
will be available for a limited edition run. All registered fans of his web site will get first shot at
the album for a discount rate.

  

The album contains 14 tracks and was produced by London producers Konkrete Productions,
Atlanta Multi-Platinum producer Dwight "Lil Skrapp" Reynolds of the Green Eyed Bandits,
London producer, Mike Sound Rules, and London producer Jon Robinson of Clique
Productions.

  

Features include ,UK rapper "Bunzi D.", Asian/ Hindi singer  "Shahin Badar", Jadey B, Nile
Jordan, and Lil Skrapp aka IC Green.

  

Pre-order Available May 1st on Stock’s web site HERE
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http://www.stockmashin.com/
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Visit his site to hear clips of his music and to watch videos and a lot more. Make sure you watch
for his album.
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